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Abstract— Data accessible in web through web is enlarging 

up to terabyte in size. This is driving the clients of web 

towards equivocalness that, what sort of data must be gotten 

to when more than one decision of same item is accessible. 

In this way proposal framework appeared. Proposal 

frameworks are sort of data sifting framework. The current 

framework is a setting mindful suggestion framework where 

proposal were given by sifting through the relevant data eg: 

climate, time, area, and separation from client characterized 

rules. The proposed framework utilizes client based 

collective separating innovation for looks at the tenets 

database of two diverse comparative clients and produces an 

option principle, when there is no standard characterized by 

clients. In view of which top-k closest eatery proposals 

made accessible to the client. Top-k eatery are positioned in 

light of the physical separation amongst client and eatery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The colossal development in the assortment of information 

accessible on the web and the fast presentation of new e-

business administrations, which is utilized every now and 

again by more number of clients, driving them to settle on 

poor choices. The accessibility of decisions, rather than 

delivering an advantage, began to lessening client's 

prosperity. It was comprehended that while decision is great, 

more decision is not generally better. To be sure, decision, 

with its ramifications of opportunity, self-sufficiency, and 

self-determination can get to be costly. This equivocalness 

leads to build up a customize approach called proposal 

framework. Through these frameworks the suggestions were 

given to client in view of their information, which was 

created by cooperation with web assets. 

A device for foreseeing, sorting, separating things 

and data, in light of the client reaction to choices. It 

presented "longtail" wonder which recognized the 

collaboration amongst online and disconnected from the net 

client. The suggestion frameworks are arranged into 

numerous sub framework in light of the use information 

identified with thing, client for creating proposal. 

A. Context Aware Recommendation System 

Context aware recommendation system is information aware 

system of particular entity based on which recommendation 

is provided to that entity (user). Context aware approach 

uses 3D s approach i.e’s user (U), item (I), context (C) were 

R (rating)=(U*I*C) is considered [1][4]. User/Item 

paradigm was extended to support additional contextual 

dimensions, such as Time, Location and Company. 

The contextual information is Location, time, day 

are considered to recommend restaurant for user based on 

rule of similar user. 

In different paradigms the contextual information 

can be used, as shown in table 1.3 

 

Types of 

contextual 

filtering 

Functionalities 

Contextual pre 

filtering 

Used to select relevant part of 

data. 

Contextual post 

filtering 

Used to filter/constrain/re-rank 

final set of recommendation. 

Contextual 

modeling 

Used directly as a part of learning 

preference model 

Table 1: Types of contextual filtering [5] 

Area based connection mindful recommender 

framework through client characterized rules, helps in 

distinguishing individual's area and prescribe adjacent spots 

to client [1]. Giving connection mindfulness in the area 

based recommender framework empowers recommender 

framework to create suggestions of high caliber. This not 

just helps the client to have better suggestions additionally 

there is a superior engagement of the client to the business 

world.  

The conventional recommender frameworks 

consider two things clients and things as contribution to the 

rating capacity while giving suggestions. The upgraded 

adaptation of suggestion procedure adds one more 

measurement to the proposal procedure and it turns into a 

three dimensional proposal framework. Presently appraising 

capacity relies on upon clients, things and settings [2].  

Recommender frameworks are likewise identified 

with e-business personalization. The significance of 

including and utilizing the relevant data as a part of 

suggestion frameworks is to build the nature of proposal. 

Setting mindful recommender framework utilizes relevant 

information that can be predefined or client characterized. 

Gathering client characterized logical information is a 

troublesome undertaking. Semantic web programming 

innovations, for example, standards can be utilized to gather 

client characterized relevant information. In tenet based 

frameworks, either client can characterize their own 

particular standards or principles can be predefined in the 

framework. These guidelines are prescribed to companions 

of client utilizing cooperative sifting on client driven data. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [4] proposed an information mining based methodology 

named as Preference arranged area based inquiry (POLS) to 

proficiently seek k close-by stores that are favored by the 

client taking into account the client's area, question time and 

inclination. In POLS, two inclination learning calculations 

are recommended that naturally learns client inclination and 

positioning capacity is additionally proposed to rank the 

close-by stores in view of the client's area, question time and 

inclination.  

In [5] proposed a connection mindful recommender 

framework called RecomMetz that prescribes motion picture 

showtimes in view of three various types of relevant data 
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group, area, and time. Things to be suggested in this 

recommender framework have a composite structure 

(movie_theater + showtime + motion picture). It depends on 

semantic web advancements and executes a philosophy 

based connection displaying approach. RecomMetz 

underpins by multi-stage versatile client.  

In [2], proposed a recommender framework that 

utilizations thing particular label inclinations. The prescient 

exactness of recommender framework is improved by 

relegating inclinations to labels. In this recommender 

framework, client can append labels to the things and can 

likewise offer rating to every tag. Client can likewise give 

general rating to the thing.  

The cosine-label calculation is utilized to compute 

similitude among things. 

In [1] Geographical Semantic Personalized 

Location Information/Geo SPLIS give client the capacity to  

include their own particular standards. Rules contain the 

logical data and principles are characterized utilizing 

RuleML. Relevant data characterized in the principles is 

utilized to prescribe close-by areas to the client in view of 

client area. In the Geo SPLIS work, client inclinations in the 

structure labels are not considered. We are utilizing the 

essential idea of standards and label inclinations of the client 

to suggest close-by spots in view of the client area. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, first introduce the proposed methodology, 

there are four modules that contains the methodology named 

:  

1) User Profiler. 

2) Contextual Filtering. 

3) Rule Manger  

4) Recommender. 

A.  Architecture Description 

Fig. 1: High Level Design of the Proposed System 

B. Design Description 

 

1) Graphical User Interface: This module provides the 

graphical interface for the users to input their 

preferences on the restaurants along with context like 

Day and Time. 

2) User Preference Definition Module: This module 

captures the user preferences and generates different 

rules to satisfy the user preferences. These rules are 

stored as persistent object in file or database. 

3) Rules Database: This database contains the rules 

defined by the users. The ER schema of the Rules 

Database is given below     

User Schema 

UserID Integer Unique 

Age Integer 

Profession 
Enumeration (Salaried, Self 

Employed, Others) 

Marital 

Status 

Enumeration (Married, UnMarried, 

Others) 

Table 2: 

Rules Schema 

RuleID Integer Unique 

UserID Foreign Key (User Schema: UserID) 

Day 
Enumeration (Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, 

Thu, Fri, Sat) 

Time 
Enumeration (Morning, Afternoon, 

Evening, Night) 

Preference 
Enumeration (Italian, SouthIndian, 

NorthIndian, Chinese, OnlyVeg, Any) 

Table 3:  

4) Current Context Filter: This module takes the current 

context of the user and generates query to extract rules 

from the rules database. 

5) Rules Manager: This module extracts rules based on the 

user context. If there are no rules defined for the given 

context then it sends the context along the current user 

rules to the User Similarity module for getting the list of 

similar users. Then the rules of the similar users for the 

given context are extracted from the database. The set 

of rules formed is sent to the Remote Database Query 

Module. 

6) User Similarity: This module finds the users similar to 

the current user based on the matching of their rules. 

Two users are more similar when their preference rules 

match and they are dissimilar it their preferences 

doesn’t match. Similarity between each rules of the 

users are computed Cosine Similarity Measure. 

C. Cosine Similarity 

The cosine takes two vectors as input a, b. Where ‘a’ is the 

sample rule and ‘b’ is the rule fetch from Rules database to 

find similarity 

a.b=||a||||b|| cosɵ 

The cosine similarity representation for tow vector ‘a’, ‘b’ is 

given by 

Sim= cos(ɵ) =a.b / ||a|| ||b|| =
∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝑛

𝑖=0 𝑏𝑖

√∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝑛
𝑖=0 √∑ 𝑏𝑖 𝑛

𝑖=0

, 

Where attributes of each vector is ‘ai’ and ‘bi’ 

respectively. Where ‘I’ is the input parameters.The resulting 
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similarity is between -1 to1. Where -1 means the opposite to 

each other and 1 mean they are exactly similar. 

1) Remote Database Query Module: This module gets 

the set of rules from the Rules Manager and creates 

a query to fetch the list of restaurants from the 

remote restaurant database (Zomato). 

2) Recommender: This module gets the hotel list and 

finds the nearest restaurant to the current user 

location and ranks the restaurants. The top ranked 

restaurants are presented as recommendation to the 

user. 

IV. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 2: Result a: Rule preference collector 

In above figure the rule preference are collected, like day= 

Sunday, time= morning, weather condition= cold, cuisine 

type= Andhra. These rule preference are collected and a rule 

is generated and added to user profile. A detailed user 

profiling is done for a particular user and recommendation is 

insisted by user to generate recommendation according to 

the context. 

 
Fig. 3: Result b: contextual filtering and recommendation 

generator 

In the above figure contextual parameter is read 

like location, day, time and weather. For example location = 

yesvantpur, Day= Sunday, time= morning, weather= cold. A 

query is generated using these contextual parameters and 

searched for the rule matching this context in the user 

profiler, if the rule is present then the recommendation of 

nearest restaurant according to existing rule. The distance 

parameter is set according to the physical distance the 

nearest restaurant are recommended example Persian terrace 

and The Nawab- the Solitaire hotel. 

 
Fig. 4: Result c: Contextual filtering while rule does not 

exists 

In the above figure If the rule does not exist for 

current contextual parameter, alternative rule is generated 

using cosine similarity an effective collaborative filtering 

mechanism. For example as shown in result c preference 

rule selected text box shows rule doesn’t exists for the user. 

Alternate Rule Selected Cuisine Type Defined: beverages 

V. CONCLUSION  

The recommendation system provides the restaurant 

recommendation based on user defined rules. An effective 

collaborative filtering technique with contextual pre-filtering 

technique is implemented which filters irrelevant context to 

recommend restaurant based on context relevant rule. The 

alternate rule is generated when there is no rule defined by 

the user, based on the similarity between users. The rule 

which as highest similarity is recommended, based on the 

rule context the top-k restaurants are recommended. The 

restaurant which is nearest to user’s location is ranked first. 
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